
Apartment For
Rent In Fifth
Settlement,
Southern
Investors
Cairo >> New Cairo City

>> South Investors

APARTMENTS

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOMS

2 BATHROOMS

PRICE:

6000 EGP 
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Apartment for rent in Fifth Settlement, Southern Investors

Unit details

Apartment for rent in Fifth Settlement

southern investors

the second floor

two rooms

Reception

Ultra super lux finishing

Suitable for a couple or a small family

Bridal 5500 pounds

6000 beds

One month insurance

Southern Investors website
Southern Investors is located between Southern Teseen Street, Gamal Abdel Nasser Axis,

and Muhammad Naguib Axis. Most of the southern investors' areas consist of closed

residential complexes "comounds" in which luxury and above-average housing is available.

The importance of the Southern Investors Area is increasing due to its proximity to the

American University, and the most famous projects established in it are: Concorde, Moon

Valley, Flor de Ville, Luda Village, Al Jazeera Park, Dora, The Villa, and others. There are

also some medium-sized projects in the region, such as the Zizania neighborhood, Arabiya

neighborhood, and Jannati. There are also associations’ land such as Al-Zahwa for Armed

Forces officers, the land of consultants, the American University housing, Al-Sharq

insurance buildings, and family housing. The area is distinguished by the presence of Al-

Zuhoor Club, Concord Mall, Galleria Plaza, and Point 90 Mall, which was opened recently.

About New Cairo: The city of New Cairo is one of the largest and most prestigious cities in

New Cairo Governorate. New Cairo is located in the east of Cairo and consists of several

residential communities, the largest of which are the Fifth Settlement, the First Settlement,

and the Third Settlement. It is a common mistake to call the city of New Cairo the Fifth
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